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It’s the end of the NEM as we know it…or is it?
 
Is Victoria breaking up with the National Electricity Market? On Tuesday the Victorian
government did something it had been threatening to do for months – it announced it was
tabling legislation to override a major part of the National Electricity Rules. Specifically, it
is giving itself the power to approve new electricity transmission lines and other major
infrastructure and instruct AEMO to tender for the construction of these projects. Why are
they doing this and what does it mean?
 
The Victorian decision rides roughshod over an admittedly lengthy, but thorough regulatory
process for approving transmission lines. While not the first time a state has derogated
from the national market and regulatory framework that was initiated with the formation
of the Ministerial Council on Energy (now the COAG Energy Council) in 2001, it is arguably
the most significant, given the wide ranging powers the Victorian Government will be taken
back.
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Facilitate transmission investment, including interconnectors (although
presumably only the part of the interconnector on the Victorian side.    
Facilitate the procurement of a range of energy services such as ancillary
services – given that these can be supplied by certain generation plants or
batteries, this may be a roundabout way of underwriting new investments
beyond simply transmission.
Pay for these assets/services and recover the funds as it sees fit (the easiest
way is to make network businesses pay for it and then they can add it to
their regulated charges).

The background
 
The Andrews Government in Victoria has been signalling its frustration with the
national rules for some time. Its ambitious renewable energy target  - which in
itself is an override over the NEM’s market framework - requires that a large
amount of new renewables get built in the next five and ten years. This can
only be done effectively if a lot of transmission is built to allow the new
renewables to be built in the best locations and brought to market. We have a
briefing paper on state renewable energy targets here. 
 
Prospective renewable developers do not want to bear this cost or have to
worry too much about congestion undermining the value of their asset once
built. The closure of Hazelwood and the underwriting of a new supply contract
for the Portland Smelter has made the supply-demand balance in Victoria very
tight, so the government has also been lobbying for new reserves procurement
powers for AEMO to keep the lights on. Indications are that the AEMC will
change the rules to allow AEMO to procure emergency reserves for three years
instead of only one in Victoria.
 
The policy itself
 
The full impact of the bill, which may be subject to amendments as it passes
through parliament may take some time to digest. It allows the Victorian
government to bypass the national rules in order to:
 

 
While the government can specify an alternative to the existing RIT-T in order
to test the value of the investment and confirm it’s chosen the best option to
meet the identified need, it doesn’t have to.
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In practice the bill will hand a lot of power to AEMO. AEMO will carry out the
tender or procurement for the assets/services. AEMO must also be consulted by
the minister before she makes each direction. Since AEMO has the technical
knowledge of the grid and the minister doesn’t there will be a lot of reliance on
AEMO’s advice to justify each direction.
 
Curiously, the bill is set up to have a very short lifespan – it will sunset a year after
the bill has passed (although any project or procurement process in train at that
time will still go ahead and be funded). Of course, if the minister enjoys having the
power to simply direct new investment here and there, she may be tempted to have
this clause amended before the year is up. But, the fact it is in there at all suggests
the initial goal of the bill is to get a handful of key projects up and running: a new
inter connector with NSW, augmented transmission into Northwest Victoria which
is earmarked as major  renewable energy zone (REZ), and another big battery. We
have a Briefing Paper on REZ's here.
 
An agreement more honoured in the breach than the observance?
 
Constitutional responsibility for energy matters rests with the states and territories.
A collective approach is set out the intergovernmental agreement known as the
Australian Energy Market Agreement (AEMA) in which the Commonwealth and the
States and Territories agree to work together on energy market reform under a
common set of rules (with a carve-out for Western Australia and the Northern
Territory who aren’t physically linked to the NEM). So, the observance of the AEMA
is largely a matter of restraint than goodwill.
 
In one sense Victoria’s override is nothing new. States and territories have always
had derogations here and there, although most of these are fairly minor in impact.
Victoria’s main point of difference before this was its refusal to sign up to the
National Energy Retail Rules, preferring to maintain its own retail regulations, even
though the national rules had largely been based on the existing Victorian
framework. Victoria has also maintained its own metering rules as the only state to
have gone ahead with a full rollout.
 
 

https://nemriskbulletin.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/NRB-REZs.pdf
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Other states also do their own thing. South Australia recently unilaterally triggered the
Retailer Reliability Obligation. Tasmania and Queensland still own most of their state’s
electricity assets and use their ownership as a policy lever from time to time (as does
the Commonwealth with Snowy 2.0). Tasmania also regulates wholesale prices, which
largely nullifies spot and contract market signals for whether or not new generation is
required.
 
The most significant area of states going it alone recently has been on renewables
policy. This could potentially have been avoided if the Commonwealth had chosen to
put something in place to replace the LRET, which will not incentivise any further new
capacity from this year.
 
Nonetheless, the bill’s wide-ranging powers are a further nail in the coffin of a
genuinely national framework. Whether it is the beginning of the end for the NEM will
depend on whether other states are tempted to follow suit and put themselves back in
the driving seat of energy policy and investment decisions. 
 
Victoria vs the Commonwealth
 
This bill ups the ante in the ongoing stoush over energy between Victoria and the
Commonwealth. Victoria has taken over the mantle from South Australia, following the
replacement of the Labor Weatherall government with the LNP Marshall government
there. Looking beyond the overblown rhetoric in the war of words between Premier
Andrews/Minister D’Ambrosio on the one hand and Prime Minister Morrison/Minister
Taylor on the other, both sides have a point. 
 
Victoria, like most of the other states has a net zero emissions by 2050 target and has
been looking for the Commonwealth to come to the table with an appropriate national
policy framework for emissions reduction. The Commonwealth sees Victoria as having
dug its own hole on energy security through its blanket moratorium on onshore gas
exploration. This latter issue was pointedly referenced by the ACCC in its gas report
released this week.
 
Aside from a frosty atmosphere at COAG Energy Council meetings, the main impact of
the stoush is that Victoria will be pointedly excluded from the bilateral deals that
Minister Taylor appears fond of, and which are exemplified by the MOU between NSW
and the Commonwealth. This includes funds to underwrite early works on NSW
transmission projects (which speeds up the process as it allows TransGrid to get
started before it has had its budget approved by the AER), and an attempt to restart
onshore gas development in the state. Friendly states (i.e. those with LNP
governments, at least) can look forward to similar deals, which should act as a
disincentive to go it alone as Victoria has done.
 
 

https://www.accc.gov.au/publications/serial-publications/gas-inquiry-2017-2025/gas-inquiry-january-2020-interim-report
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Collinsville: Build it and they will come. Or maybe they wont. 
 
The Federal Government has committed up to $4 million for a feasibility study into a
1000MW high efficiency, low emissions coal fired power station located in Collinsville
in north Queensland. NEM Risk Bulletin explores the feasibility of this project for free. 
 
Cost: The proponents of the 1000MW ultra super critical coal power station, Shine
Energy, claim it will cost around $2 billion to build although this is at the lowest end of
independent cost estimates (GHD, Mitsubishi-Hitachi Power Systems) who estimate
capital costs for such a facility at up to $3 billion. This translates into a unit cost of
around $80/MWh, assuming no carbon cost or price risk. 
 
Emissions: The emissions from an ultra-supercritical coal fired power station are
around 700 kg/MWh. Current black coal generators in Australia produce emissions at
around 860 kg/MWh. 
 
Fuel: Proximate coal is available from the Collinsville coal mine, which re-opened in
2016. A 190MW coal fired power station closed in Collinsville in 2012. 
 
Demand: Some residents in North Queensland have been calling for a new coal fired
power station for more than a decade, based on the idea that it will create jobs and
reduce power prices. Electricity prices are set by the National Electricity Market, so
these would only vary as a result of the 1000MW of new capacity being added to the
existing 13,520MW already available in Queensland. The Queensland grid is already
oversupplied and the price impact would be marginal. 
 
There is already more than 1600MW of generation capacity in North Queensland.
Utilisation of the existing 800MW of firm generation in the region is very low, as most
power is supplied by generators in the south of the state. The Queensland Government
is planning to retire the Callide B power station in 2028 to make room for the
expansion of renewable generation in the state.
 
Risk: The life of a coal fired generator is typically around 50 years with the capital cost
paid off typically at around 30 years. This would mean the power station would be
operating well past 2050, even though the Federal Government has committed to net
zero emissions by 2050. Escalating carbon risk means that financing such a power
station is challenging for most commercial businesses, requiring heavy of complete
underwriting by government. The Queensland Government has indicated it will oppose
the project. It faces an election in September.
 



Proponents: Shine Energy does not lodge financial statements with ASIC. It does not
appear to own any assets, and its two Directors do not have any experience in large
scale project management or operating multi-billion generation assets. One director,
Ashley Dodd, is the CEO of Gurlijala services, a small indigenous labour hire company. 
 
Constructing a $2 billion coal fired power station is a project on a scale more than
twice as large as the re-build of the Sydney Football Stadium. It is not credible to
suggest this can be done by a business about the same size as the hard working team
at NEM Risk Bulletin.
 
Conclusion: The NEM needs new generation, but not in North Queensland. The size
and experience of the proponent does not match the cost and scale of the proposed
project. The risk of building new coal in Australia in 2020 is high, while the benefits of
this power station would be marginal. It appears to be a completely political
proposition, and on this basis is not remotely feasible.
 
A briefing paper on closing coal fired power stations is available here.
 
www.nemriskbulletin.com.au
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